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(living people) Poop.txt Is Hilariously Awkward - mrfusion ====== ThePowerOfFuet It's a good thing someone documented the file format
and wrote a parser for it. The format makes it look like it contains a bunch of random words like "fist", "tea" and "bass" followed by many lines
of text, but when parsed the uniq lines are replaced with a randomly chosen line of text from the same "source file". ~~~ coldtea You also need
to count the hex digit number of the last line, since it starts at 0x30 and not 0x00, and there's also a (0x20-0x1F) part at the end, which seems to
indicate some kind of length field. I couldn't think of a clever way to even write a software interface to this that would make sense to a human.
------ grapevines I think the funniest thing is that the author's tweet is a read-only download, you can just scroll down to view it. ~~~
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Chen About You may know Vicky as our Customer
Service, T.M.A. & Accounts Manager, but she’s also a
talented musician, ballroom dancer, and yoga devotee, so
she likes to keep herself busy with her many talents.
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and Dramatic Academy, she took dance with the
F.A.R.E.D. Dance Center and aspired to dance on
Broadway as a child. A native of Chicago, she holds a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Fine Arts & Communications
from Columbia College Chicago.Q: How to send data to
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send data here }); $ 2d92ce491b
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